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Stars and Starlets
To Pre.sent Talents I

CHEESECAKE !

In Vaudeville Show
Two Skits, Magician's Show
Are Included on Program

1

Ever~ campus organization, including the Weekly, claims that
this is to be the biggest year in its
history, but when the Curtain Club
advances that premise, one must
stop and ponder, for it certainly
appears to be true. Carrying over
an idea started in the spring of
last year, the campus Thespians
have split into small groups in
order to be able to present many
more productions than the regUlar
spring and winter plays.
Tuesday night, at 7 :30 in the
Thompson-Gay gymnasium, the
future Barrymores and Bergmans
will have their first opportunity to
prove to the ever-critical Ursinus
theatre-goers that they really have
talent, for on that night the first
of the year's numerous programs is
to be presented. In fact, there may
be more than a Bergman or a
Barrymore uncovered this year. If
the advance notice concerning Jane
Nagel's chorus are correct, the eyes
of the fabulous Billy Rose may be
turned in the direction of Collegeville before the night is over,
The highlight of the Vaudeville
show, which is being directed by
the Ursinus bell-ringer, Val Sipple,
will be the "Maplettes," a chorus
line, led by the aforementioned
Miss Nagel that promises to outdo anything that has ever been

Price, Five Cents

Coeds Join Sorori ies
As Rush Week En s
by Dorothy Garris '51
With squeals of delight the sorority girls greeted their .new members on Saturday morning at 10 o'clock. The hectic week of rushing was
over. The rushees' stomachs were filled with ice cream, cake, and
candy that had been liberally parcelled out at the sorority rushing
parties, whIle the old members looked haggard after a week of cheery
"hellos", pattings on the back, and

Facts and Figures I:~~~i;e~. of sorority songs to the
After the squealing, cheering, (or
Of NSA Presented what
have you that girls indulge
in) , the new members' pictures
For Student Study were taken (some poses for the
Colleges and Universities
In All States Have Joined

It's not the "Rockettes" - it's the "Maplettes." And the
admission fee to see them isn't $1.50 - it's free. They are all part
of the Curtain . Club Show to be presented Tuesday night. From
left to right are: Marian Matteson, Vera Wanger, Margorie Grauch,
Faith Taylor, Jane Nagel, Fay Horner, Lou Harr, Martie Daniels,
and Jane MacWilliams.

Lantern Adds Five Fall Sports Dance
To Augment Staff To Highlight Varied
F or November Issue Week-end Activities
Wunderlich's Band To Play
For Saturday's Soph Dance

Jane Usher is Art Editor;
Harr and Myers Bus. Mgrs.

py Anne Hughes '50
by WaIter Rholfs '50
There are "turnovers" in the perThis coming week-end will be a
sonnel of nearly every organization big one, so pick your dates, guys
and the Lantern is certainly no and gals, and stick around for the
exception. So if you see five new fun.
faces in Room 5 on Wednesday at
Featuring the week-end's activifour o'clock, you may be sure that ties is the Sophomore Sports Dance
these are the new members of the, Saturday night. Bill Wunderlich
Lantern.
and his ten-piece orchestra and
by Nancy Bare '51
Betty Lou Harr '49 and Mel;';gie vocalist will tUl'n out music sweet
Speaking under the auspices of Myers '49 are the young ladies who and hot for your dancing pleasure
the United Nations Council of have been elected to take care of in Thompson-Gay
Gymnasium
Philadelphia, Professor John Wal- the business angles for this year's from 8:30 to 11:30. The admission
lace, professor of economics at Lantern .. They are stressing the Iwill be 60c a. person.
Beaver College and a professor in I importance of ads to cover expensThere has been a demand on
the school of education at the es of publication. Lou is a history- campus for more and better weekUniversity of Pennsylvania, will be social studies major and is prac- end activities, and the sophs have
tthe guest speaker at the next tice teaching at Bridgeport. Besides secured this orchestra in an atForum, to be held Wednesday at this, she finds time to help manage tempt to meet this need and really
8 :00 p. m. in Bomberger Hall. Pro- both the hockey team and the make the week-end a gala affair.
fessor Wallace's topic, "What Is the swimming team. Meggie is an Eng- I Friday night will produce some
United Nation's Doing?" will in- !ish major.
double-barrelled entertainment. At
clude discussion of constructive
With crayon and paint brush in 6:45, "Anna and the King of Siam,"
achievements, as well as consider- hand, we find Jane Usher ponder- starring Irene Dunne and Rex
atlon of such controversial issues ing over a sketch for one of the Harrison will animate the silver
as the problems in Berlin and Pal- stories. Jane '50 is a history- screen in S-12, A Twentieth Cenestine.
social studies major with plenty of tury Fox release, "Anna and the
Professor Wallace was a Lieuten- ideas for her new job as Art Editor. King of Siam" is without the famant Colonel in the Air Force during She is the artist who designed the iliar boy-gets-girl theme, but the
the war and is now serving as ad- new cover for the Lantern, which clash of personalities of King
visor to one of the nation's lagest will be the standard cover in the Mongwut (Rex Harrison) and Anna
air transport companies. Since the future.
(Irene Dunne) plus an extra helpwar he has traveled over much of
With red pencils and alert minds, ing of technicolor glamor in the
Europe; he spent the summer of
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 6)
1948 in war-ravaged Germany. All
the students are strongly urged to
attend this forum, which promises
to provide enlightenment on many
questions concerning the present I
Frank M. Edwards - Interrogator
international
4.
There will situation.
not be a forum on I' Joseph Bechtle, Democrat. " I was ,, ,, Robert Baun;tgart, .Independenll.l
(Continued on page 6)

Prof. to Discuss UN
At Second Forum

I

I

We of the Weekly know little, if
anything, about NSA, except that
a great nuinber of schools in the
nation are joining it. We have
heard that it is the greatest thing
since 7-Up. We have also heard
that it does about as much good
for a college as a third ear would
do for a man. Of course, like every
thing else in the nation, it has at
one time or another been branded
as a Communist organization. At
any rate, nothing can be lost by
learning something about it. Therefore, with this issue, we are making an attempt to learn and to allow the student body to learn something about the National Students
Association.
One of the widest spread organizations in the colleges and
universities of America is the United States National Students Association. The newly popular N.S.A.
was founded for the purpose of
stimulating active participation by
students in their student governments, to form such governments
where there are none, to develop
leadership, and to foster international understanding. Since its inception, N.S.A. has striven to perpetuate the democratic way. in education by supporting such policies
as the free and equal right to a
higher education regardless of sex,
race, religion, political belief or
economic circumstance, and the responsibility of the students to the
school, the community, humanity
and God,
Besides supporting the abovementioned pollcies, the N.S.A. has
conducted many research campaigns. Members from many of the
300 member colleges travelled
abroad and made detailed studies
of conditions in the colleges and
universities of all parts of the
world. Through the efforts of N.S.A.
many foreign students were able

books), and they were then treated to a late breakfast (a nice way
te spoil new pledges). And so every
girl has made her choice and is
happy to join her sorority sisters
for future fun and good times.
Here are the results:
Alpha Sigma Nu-Marilyn Jean
Miller, Sheila Armstrong, Jacqueline Jordan.
Omega Chi-Dolores Meyers, Patricia Richardson, Effie Siegfried,
Joan Verburg.
Phi Alpha Psi-Ramona Keesey,
Mary Morgan, Geraldine Roughton,
Jean Rinear, Lois Ehlman, Louise
Bornemann, Bernice Harris, Marjorie Taylor, Ruth Wilson, Barbara
Dawson.
Tau Sigma Gamma.-Jean Heron,
Marilyn Joyce Miller, Judy Barber,
Eleanor Jones, Betty Keyser, Virginia Wilson, Mary McPherson,
Thelma Lindberg, Marjorie Justice,
Nancy Brasch, Marion Kurtz, Betty
Rilling, Janet Hunter, Nancy Bare.
Kappa Delta Kappa _ Dorothy
Garris, Marie Linder, Margaret
Simcox.

WSSF Drive Begins
Week From Today

The World Student Service Fund
committee on campus, under the
sponsorship of the Y, is preparing
its annual drive to be held the
week of November 15. The purpose
of this organization is to collec.t
money to provide better educational and housing facilities for students in Europe and Asia. As the
prelude to their campaign for
funds, the WSSF is conducting the
Y Association Meeting this Wednesday evening at 6:45 in Room 7
of Bomberger Hall. Nancy Bare '51
and Bill Markley '49 have secured
Gretta Riddell, a traveling secretary for the WSSF, as the speaker.
Miss Riddell, an active participant
in student affairs in England and
on the continent, and holder of a
(Continued on page 6)
Master's degree from the University
of New Zealand, comes to Ursinus
College with a splendid background
on student work in all parts of the
world. The Y is hoping that many
of you will be present to learn
t "I f ee I dabout
fortunate
Norton H'
ermg, Democra.
ts·our less
t
t . fellow stuthat the election ~:~t~h~~rd~~se~ e;he ~ ~O~~~~i~~srle~'eld their
political
party, regular meetings last Wednesday
but of a man's evening. CORE is spending much
effort. The people time in preparing a poll to deterof the United mine the amount of racial toler(Continued on page 6)
States feel that I
. _______ _
H a r r y Truman
represents
the I

What 01-d You Thl-nk of the Electl-on Results?

November 17 as has been scheduled; very pleased and t~:y ~~~~~~d ~~ I I feel that thIS e~:~;lOn ~~o~~~~~
on the calendar. However, on Feb-·
the election. Befactors: one, that
mary 9, a professor from the Unifore the results
no one can preversity of Florida will speak on
were in, I had litdict the outcome
"History and Art." On March 9,
of American elecMr. Frank Lauderback, well known
tIe hope for the
correspondent and columnist, will
immediate future
tions; two, tha:
of
the
American
present the topic, "Russia Today."
tics,American
becausepoli-I
people are
looking
was sure that the
for a government
common man and I
Republicans were
which will give
so gave him their Monday, November 8
them more, that
support. I feel
Bus. Ad. Club, S-12, 7 p. m.
going to win. I
CLIFF NAYLOR LEAVES-The feel that Trum'an is a much better is, that the trend is toward a more that President Truman realizes
Canterbury Club, Library, 7 p. m.
kitchen's greatest asset it's chief' man for the job than Dewey, even socialized government; three, that what the American people expect
Cub and Key, Library
cook leaves Ursinus. s~e story on I though Truman could never be a President Truman will re-enter the from him, and I don't think that Tuesday, November 9
page' 2.
Roosevelt."
I White House with fewer obligations he will let them down."
Haverford Soccer, home, 3:15 p.m.
' MALES REPLY TO FEMALESJUchard Reid, Republican. "I was to his party and to economic in-I James Lorimer, Republican. "I
FTA, Rm. 2, 6:30 p. m.
After having college men torn apart I very surprised to se~ the Democrats ~erests ~han any other pres!~ent I feel that President Truman is to be
WSGA, Shreiner, 6:45 p. m.
by the coeds a rebuttal was necesWlll
S Uch
a III the hIstory of our republic.
I
co.ngratulated on
Curtain Club- Vaudeville Show,
L
st h
J h
V
sweeping victory. I
.
t. "I
hIS
extremely
Gym, 7 :30 p. m.
sary. au
ep an,
0 nance,
I wonder whether' Walter Dalslmer, Democra
successful "onePhys. Ed. Club, Girl's Day Study,
Lloyd stowe, and Robert Leckey
th
1
i
was surprised and pleased at the
".
6 '45
contributed to the man's side of
. e popu ar op nrna?
campaIgn.
. p. m.
the story. You will find it on page 3.
Ion polls and the
results of the
It IS very unfor-, Wednesday, November 10 .
newspapers were
election. I hope
tunate that Mr.
YM-YWCA, Bomberger, 6.45 p. m.
COEDS OVERLOOKED.- Hoc k ey
not propagandizthat the DemoDewey was so I Forum, Bomberger, 8 p. m.
squad wins three tu.ssles but stars
ing for a Dewey
cratic Party wUl
badly misled by
German Club, Girl's Day Study,
are ignored by All-Star selectors.
victory. Truman
-::arry out its Civil
the "straw-polls"
8 p. m.
See page 5.
de~erves a lot of
Rights platform,
and his advisors Thursday, November 11
CLUB NEWS BOILED DOWN-,
credit for his own
and I further
on how to wage I Debating Club, .Rm. 7, 4 p. m.
Continuing policy ot slicing "news I election. The Taft-Hartley Law, alhope that
the his campaign. Mr. Dewey could
Recorded Concert, Library 7 p.m.
bits", the "Campus Briefs" have though I'm for it, did not help the
Party will insist have beaten Truman in a battle of, Friday, November 12
'
been moved to page six.
Republicans in their campaign.
on the revision or personalities and minds, (as he
Beaver Hockey, home, 3 p. m.
80P81 ICHEDULE BIG DANCE Since the Republicans lost in the I
defeat of the proved in the Oregon Primary
MOvie, S-12, 6:45 p. m.
-BrIDging rellef to students But- Congressional elect1ons~ I feel that I Taft-Harley Law. I hope that the against Stassen); but, as we know,
MSGA Dance, Gym, 8 p. m.
tel'lDg from an overdose of Col- it's a good thing that Truman won. Democratic Party wlll use the next he did not feel the necessity of Saturday, November 13
legevllle weekends, the 01ass of '51 As tor Mr. Dewey, I feel that he is four years to the advantage of the waging such an aggressive camPMC football, home, 2 p. m.
.. ~ IIW WuDder11ch's band through sa a presidential candi- American people and to the pro- paign. Hence, he coasted to deLehigh Soccer, away
to lowD. sto~ II OD this page.
date."
motion of world peace.
teat."
Soph Class Dance, Gym, 8:30 p.m.

CAL' ENDAR

HIGHLIGHTS

I

I

EDITORIAL
Fraternities
Just how much good will be accomplished if intra-fraternity at hletic events are scheduled remains
to be seen, but before the plan actually is put into operation, we'd
like to cast one ballot against it.
A dominant feature of our campus life has been the lack of fraternity activity ,and thus, a greater
unity among students. In the past
Ursinus has been blessed with the
absence of true fraternity spirit,
which in the end only creates animosity among fraternity members.
Inter-dorm athletics have always succeeded because of the
changing personnel and the lack
of common bond among team members. Their only interest has been
to enjoy the spOl't-not to do or die
for dear old zeta Theta Beta. And
in holding competition between the
various dorms, those not fortunate
(?) enough to be fraternity members have an equal chance to participate.
Probably the best thing that
could happen to this or any school
would be the abolition of all fraternities and sororities. However,
the situation is not too bad so long
as the groups limit their activities
to annual dinner dances and a few
insignificant social events. There
is no reason to encourage their
further growth.
Pitting them
against each other in athletic events can only end in further splitting the student body into cliques.

• • • • •

Sportsmanship
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Roy Todd '49
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PHOTOGRAPHER
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE
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.,QIMmni. - gockiu
_ _ -r hGtu
MacBride-Knight
Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Knight, of
Philadelphia, announce the forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Dorothy to William MacBride,
on November 20 in Valley Forge
Chapel. Miss Knight is a former
member of the class of 1950.
• • • •
Henke-KJeppinger
Announcement has been made of
the marriage of Dorothy May Kleppinger, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Henry Kleppinger of Bethlehem, Pa., to Harley Henke on June
26. The ceremony was performed
in the Old Moravian Chapel, Bethlehem. Mrs. Henke was a member
of the class of 1947. The couple is
now residing in Madison, Wisconsin.
• • • • •
Beam-McCaughin
Flora Jean McCaughin, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry McCaughin,
Baltimore, Md., became tlie bride
of Merlin Beam on October 9 in
the Aisquith Presbyterian Church,
Baltimore. Mrs. Beam was valedictorian of the class of 1947. The
couple is living in Hyatsville, Md.
• • • • •

I

E ntered Decem ber 19, 1902, at Collegeville, Pa .. a s second
Class Mal ler. u nde r Act of Congress ot March 3, 1879
_ Terms ~$2 . 00 Per .Year ; Si ngle Copies. 5 Cents
Member of I ntercollegiate Newspaper ASSOCiation of lhe
Midd le A tl a n tic S la tes

NEWS STAFF - Rebecc- a- -Bo-sw
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- -'4-9-, - H-elen
Pechter '49, Anita Frick '50, Mary R~
Muffley '50, Elaine Reed '50, Nancy Bare '51
Fordyce Bothwell '51, Jean Frederick '51'
Thelma Lindberg '51
'
SPORTS STAFF - steven Arvanitis '49, Floy
Lewis '49, Emma Lou Mason '49, Joanne Duncan '50, Bob Gehman '50, Ray MacQueen '50,
Richard Hanna '50, Jean Heron '51, Ralph
Zeigler '51
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS-Shurley Knaefler
'49, Betty Broughton '49, Betty Simon '49
TYPISTS- Jeanne Rinear '51, John Millbrook '52

I

She's the kind of girl who likes
to whisper sweet nothing doings
in your ear.
-Wit Parade

• • • • •

There's something fem1n1ne about
a tree. It does a strip tease in fall,
goes with bare limbs all winter,
gets a new outfit every spring, and
lives off the saps all summer.
-Wit Parade

• • • • •

She: If you kiss me, I'll call a
member of my family .
He: (Kisses her)
She: (sighing) Brother!

CI-.ff Naylor Leaves fJ~
/J
~
-LJ~
After Two Years By this time all the Dewey but• • ~a~p~ Refiector
_
tons have been laid to rest, and I Student "What's that you wrote
Of Kitchen Service Ithe
Republican National committee on my paper?"
has just about decided whom they
Prof: "I told you to write plainYou have certainly seen him
around campus many times since
your college days began. Perhaps
he has been working in the kitchen
when you stopped in for a cup of
coffee. Maybe you noticed him en.
tering .or leavIng. the old dispensary-hlS home SInce headquarters
for the sick moved to Sprankle Hall.
More than likely, you have seen

will run in 1952. The results came er."
as
get h k t h i n
The Turn Out
a r a s oc
0 us
ere
Montgomery county. More than
• • • •
half the Fre:shmen hadn't even
In the advice of the befuddled
been told that there was any party I column of the newspaper appeared
other than the Republicans. Of this letter:
cou.r~e. there were a few well-versed Dear Madam:
polltlclans among us who had
I am only nineteen and I stayed
known all the time that Truman out until two the other night. My
would pull through, but they had mother objects. Did I do wrong?
been fairly well suppressed until it
"Allce"
became official.
The answer:
We felt that the statement of se- Dear Alice:
POPULAR CHEF
cession from the Union signed by
Try to remember.
some of our leading college citizens
-Maroon and Gold
N !
would probably give Harry a scare.
• • • • •
But the whole play was given up Little Miss Muffet decided to rough
when some of the fellows learned
it
that such action would prevent In a cabin quite old and medieval.
them from ever serving in the A rounder espied her and plied her
army. The season of gala parties in
with cider
the dining room was officially And now she's the forest's prime
launched last Monday with hardevil.
candy, paper hats and even bal-Univ. of Colorado
loons. a tres gay time was had by
• • • • •
all. Slightly used paper hats are
And last, but not least, we subnow on sale at rock-bottom prices! mit "Pete" Wetzel's lament to the
Cliff Naylor
Campus has that "off the should- Ursinus coeds:
er" look now as nearly all the leaves
If love is bUnd
him in warm weather-sitting on have fallen. We saw three short
And lovers can't see,
Then why in heck
a bench at the rear entrance to I girls walking up Freeland path disthe kitchen with the ever-present appear completely as they sank
Can't someone love mel
cigar in his mouth and a smile on into the fallen leaves and, for a
his face.
while we were afraid that those KENNETH B. NACE
That cigar and the cheery greet- leaves would just have to be raked.
ing are the dominant features of However, a strong gust of wind
Complete Automotive Service
Cliff Naylor, who is 'leaving Ur- finally saved the girls and we knew
sinus after more than two years of the raking could wait until Dec5th Ave. & Main St.
spending ten to twelve hours daily ember or January, when a really
Collegeville, Pa.
over a hot stove.
thorough job could be done.
Slightly out of our department
Cliff was born in Trenton and be- but nevertheless on our minds are
gan his working days in the Ac- the results of the tryouts for girls
Eat Break!ast
counting Department of the Penn- AlI-Co,llege hockey team on Satur-atsylvania Railroad. Tiring of desk- day and Sunday. We would be the
work, he took a job as cook in last to accuse anyone of partiality,
"THE BAKERY"
Buerre's Restaurant in Camden. but we would like to comment on
473 Main street
This first job launched Cliff on a the fact that one player was picked
career that he has always loved. from Ursinus, Bryn Mawr, Temple
Collegeville
He's really collegiate, too. During and Wilson, while eight girls from
the past twenty-five years, he has Penn ended in the final first string
worked at Penn State, Temple, line-up. It's almost breath-taking KING'S SERVICE STATION
Delaware U, and Girard College.
to think of all that talent concenMerrill W. King, Proprietor
In July, 1946, Ursinus beckoned trated in one school!
and Cliff found some of his happi460 MAIN STREET
est days. A real man's man, he beWLLEGJATE
REVIEW
COLLEGEVn.LE,
PA.
came an honorary member of
Phone: Collegevllle ~371
Beta Sigma Lambda fraternity in 1st Drunk: Shay, know what time
December, 1947.
it is?
The fellows on campus will miss 2nd Drunk: Yeah.
you, Cliff, and everyone wishes you 1st Drunk: Thanks!
the best of luck in the future.
-The Univ. of Utah Unique
Student Needs

Perhaps, as has been suggested,
the Ursinus co-eds were politely
snubbed in their quest for further
laurels at the All-College hockey
tryouts this weekend. It does seem
odd that not one of the last year's
three first team selections was even
asked to ret~n for the final tryouts on Sunday. This is especially
Grayson
significant when one considers that
Snell's Belles captured team honors
Lt. and Mrs. Leroy Grayson and
by downing three opponents.
son, Larry, are residing in Rantoul,
For years the Ursinus female ath- Ill., where Lt. Grayson is stationed
lete has dominated the Philadel- at Chanute Air Base, stud.ying
phia sporting world, and the sur- meteorology. Both Lt. and Mrs.
prise which resulted from Satur- Grayson, the former Lee Phillips,
day's selections was naturally a were graduated with the class of
disappointmen t.
1948.
It is very possible that none of
the girls played brilliantly, but
Whitney - Schofield
that, as a unit, the squad hit a seaMr. and Mrs. Leo Schofield, Royson high. If so, no complaint may ersford, have announced the enbe registered.
gagement of their daughter, BevHowever, if it is true that parti- erly, to Arthur Byrd Whitney, son
ality was shown, the answer may of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitney of
lie in Collegeville-not in Philadel- Schwenksville. Both are members
phia. For the feminine side of our of the class of 1950.
athletic department has never dis• • • • •
played too keen an interest in
Matchett-Carrell
sportsmanship. In attempting to
maintain their superiority, they
Elizabeth Ann Carrell, daughter
have in many cases allowed their of Dr. and Mrs. James Fell Carrell,
opponents to suffer through more Philadelphia, became the bride of
than a mere defeat. There is no William Matchett, Germantown,
reason for a baseball team to win October 30, at 4 p. m. in Holy Trinby 28 runs, unless every third string ity Episcopal Church, Philadelphia.
player is used in an attempt to hold Following a wedding trip to Florida
down the score. Yet Bever lost 29-1 and Bermuda, the couple plans to
to the Belles last spring. Albright reside at the home of the bride's
was a 14-1 victim, and in 1947, Penn parents until March. Mrs. Matlost 18-0, while Bryn Mawr suc- chett, a former member of the
cum bed 24-6. In none of these tilts class of 1950 had as one of her atwas any attempt made to substitute tendants, Anita Mann, who was
graduated from Ursinus last spring.
freely.
The idea seems to be that "the
• • • • •
more we score, the worse they Willi
Adam
feel." And soft~all h~ not been
Florence E. Adam '48 is teaching
the anI:,: sport In which y!e have physical education in Gettysburg
been guilty. The same philosophy High School, Gettysburg, Pa.
has been much too prevalent in all
• • • • •
of our major contests.
It may well be that a study of
Flad
ourselves could furnish the reason
Mary E. Flad '48 is a mathematics
for the apparent unpopularity of teacher at Wilsonboro School DlsUrsinus in the feminine sporting trict, Wilsonboro, Pa.
world.
• • • • •
Blosser
• • • • •
Ed Blosser, ex-'49, has been electVarsity Letters
Approximately forty-five huskies ed president of the freshman class
answered the call for football can- at. Temple Medical School.
didates this year. Already, fiftytwo basketball prospects have asked
to display their talents, and anSYLVAN BENDER
other dozen or more are expected
ANTIQUES & GIFTS
when fall sports conclude. Last
year, with the proportion about the
716 Main Street
same, twenty-one football players,
Collegeville
on a squad which won only two
games, were awarded varsity letters. Only eight varsity hoopsters,
playing on a winning team, were
deemed worthy of the coveted "U".
"THIS IS WHAT 1 LlKE-GOOD rOOD. GOOD WINE. GOOD COMPANY.
Meanwhile, eleven diamond stars, W. H. GRISTOCK'S SONS
AND BAD THOUGHTS."
on another winning team, were
awarded letters, while fourteen
COAL,
athletes, playing for a soccer team
LUMBER
which won but one of eight games
OFFICIAL CLEANERS
were given varsity recognition. No
LEN'S
FOR URSINUS COLLEGE
and
figures are at hand, but a safe bet
AGENTS:- Bill Myers, Roy Todd,
SHOE
REPAIR
would be that the number of baseFEED
Ken Reinhart, John Vance
ball candidates tripled the number
320 MAIN STREET
of soccer prospects. It would seem
COLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS
COLLEOEVD...LE,
PA.
Phone:
Collegeville
4541
to be time for a definite revision of
339 MAIN STREET
our varsity club standards-if we
have any.

·....

SHREDDED
WIT

at the

COLLEGE CUT-RATE
5TH & MAIN STREET

PAUL N. LUTZ, Manager
Store Hours:9:00 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Dally

A Good Place to Eat-

COLLEGVILLE INN
-

United with -

KOPPER KETTLE
TO GIVE YOU
THE BEST IN EVERYTHING

Parties and Banquets
ARE CONDUCTED
WITH THE UTMOST CARE
We expect to have
SOLO-VOX DINNER MUSIC
Where the atmosphere
18 pleasant
and the FOOD IS DELICIOUS
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College . Women . Given the -Air
By Indignant Male Rebuttals
In answer to Our four "candid
kids" of last week's page 3, we
bring you the "quadruple alliance"
from the male ranks. We can't
even muster one favorable opinion
this week. Now just what do you
suppose that proves? «I hate to
put it in writing, s& a question is
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FATHER - SON COMBINATION

Bowens, Father and
Son, Registered in
Ursinus Soph Class

I

In answer to "Suppressed" and
Many interesting stories have
all those other lovely young Ur. come out of the nation's veteransinus queens, I hereby go on record
crowded campuses and one of the
with my classifications of the typimost unique among them originates from Ursin us.
cal college woman..
Within the College classrooms
• • • • •
may
be found a father and son
1. Glamour Girl
seated side by side. The father,
You have seen her on campus
Frederick A. Bowen, and the son,
frequenting the Supply Store. She's
Frederick A. Jr., are both members
the easiest way out.)
the gal who says, "Here I am, you
of the Sophomore Class at Ursinus
Just remember fellow sufferers lucky boys!" in a tone reminiscent
and residents of Phoenixville, Pa.
and "young Ursinus queens," Zac's of a coming-out party. She spent
The story of this campus oddity
namesakes used to be for men only, a terrific summer at the shore
does not end here, however, for the
but they just couldn't d& without drinking ten-cent beers on her own
pasts of these two Sophomores are
money and mal'tinis on the man
us!
also worthy of note. The senior
of the moment's. She doesn't walk
• • • • •
Bowen began his cQllege education
out of the Supply; she glides!
We see through you! As Juniors,
at Middlebury College in Vermont
"What,
no
convertible?
No
date!"
with more than two years of bitterover thirty years ago. He completed
This interesting creature spends
ly won experience, we offer this not
his freshman year at Middlebury
The Frederick A. Bowens, Sr. and Jr., attending classes together
of her time throwing herself
so much as a defense of our actions, most
and took a position with the Guaras members of the Sophomore class.
at
the
big
handsome
athletes
but as a guide for any of our more
anty Trust Company of New York
"those
lucky
boys."
We
can
see
her
inexperienced brothers who may
City. With the entrance of Amerin
a
few
more
years-twenty
pounds
care to read it. We have suffered heavier, with a couple of kids, and,
ica into the first World War in 1917,
through over two years of petty good heavens, no! the old man
Mr. Bowen was commissioned a
intrigues,
pseudo - sophistication,
Lieutenant in the United states
poorly-received courtesies, and the owns a '38 Ford coupe.
Army and served in France for
like, but now we see through you. 2. The Athletic Type
two years. In 1919 he went to
The attitude of present-day colShanghai as credit manager for
Fellows, this is it. This type is
According to the following, the
From t~ time forward we speak the Asia Banking Corporation and,
lege women toward chivalry (we never seen without a tennis racprefer "courtesy," but this seems to quet or hockey stick in her hand. personalities under fire ha ven't only of the Einstein theory, the after three years, started his own
have no connotation for the aver- Oh, I almost forgot, she usually given the "stronger" sex a. chance. Communist threa.t, and who put printing and publishing business.
age co-ed) is that it is something wears a striped T-shirt.
So remember girls, they're growing the bombshell in Mr. Gallop's In 1923 he married an Ameriean
conceived purely for their pleasure
girl, Miss Bessie Gleason, a native
"Well, what 'cha do today,
boys and need their peaches, er - - poeket. (Do you think they'll be of Pennsylvania, who had come to
and enjoyment. They overlook the honey?"
a.ble to hold up their end of the China as a YWCA worker. One of
cooperative meaning implicit in the
"Oh, I only played two sets of food. (There's a difference?)
• • • • •
word and prepare to enjoy all its tennis this morning, played some
Mrs. Bowen's bridesmaids is now
conversa.tion? )
When Johnny enters college, the
inherent advantages, while disre- golf at Jeffersonville this afterthe wife of General Chiang Kai•
•
•
•
•
garding its demands. Courtesy is noon, and took a few practice putts chances are that he has been
It must be my decadent moral Shek. Their son, Frederick Jr., was
a two-way system which fails when after supper. I've got a date with warned of the radical change he standards which keep my mind on born in Shanghai in 1926.
faces in his concept of women. the female of the species so coneither side forgets its part.
When the Japanese invaded
Johnny tonight."
Some mundane examples? Let's
Poor Johnny! After all that en- Gone is the light-hearted "pal" of stantly. But, in a casual observa- China in 1937, the Bowens found it
take Joe-typical unsuspecting col- ergy is expended, what is left? his youth; gone too the sympa- tion of the female population of necessary to depart for the Philiplege male. At dinner, Joe passes the Oh well, her right elbow will still thetic and understanding women the campus, the consideration of pines. Mr. Bowen was on the black
food first to the charming girls on bend; so our hero may not fee~ too whom he may have encountered in an idea arose-namely, the suppos- list of the Japanese Government
such centers of hospitality as Paris, ed superiority of the college fe- for having printed propaganda for
his left. When the plates reach the badly.
next fellow, there's not enough left
the Chinese Nationalist Govern"What? Why don't we leave the London, etc. while in the army. He male as a male's companion.
ment. He was also under suspicion
1'or one, let albne four! Joe has car at the dorm and walk?"-John, is about to face that epitome of
The
reasons
for
this
supposition
because of his trips to Japan to
waited days too, to get a book there's one thing you should know. all that is sophisticated, charming,
are not altogether clear, but I gather information for his publishfrom the reserve shelf in the lib- You just can't compete with a gal and aloof: the college girl.
His first encounter with her is at would presume that the generai ing business, which did printing in
rary and, as he settles down in his with muscles.
the dining table. At first, he plays cultural rounding-off which they seven languages.
last free hour this week to com- 3. The Studious Type.
according to Hoyle, but after six supposedly get in college would fit
After withdrawing to the Philipplete the assignment, that blonde
Ah yes, here is a queen among or seven days of hunger, the in- them for adaptation to future life. pines, Mr. Bowen re-established his
from his class, trying to get the
I
should
believe
that
some
signs
giris!
Yes
sir,
she
makes
every
stinct to defend himself rises in
publishing business and ran it unbook for the first time, loudly laments her failure to do so. Joe, a woman's office that she ever runs his breast and he begins to fight of this cultural development would til Pearl Harbor, when he re-enterbe
apparent
during
the
four-year
ed the Army as a captain. Early in
little more uncertainly now, offers for-student council, dorm prexy, for his own. ' Because he is not sure college period,
her the use of it.-Doesn't she ever and "gal most likely to succeed." as to what should come off when,
1942 the elder Bowen was interned
Nevertheless, I remember a grad- as a Japanese prisoner of war and
say no? Or Joe (his original naive But! But! But! She spends four the lad is fearful of attempting to
aid the chic damsel at his table in uation ceremony two years ago dur- Mrs. Bowen and Frederick Jr. were
opinion of the college girl tempor- years at college without a date.
"Men? I hate them, she says, as removing any of the layers which ing which I took time to look back placed in a Civilian Internment
arily strengthened) on an early
May date tells the girl that ambi- she tosses aside her copy of True cover her brother's white shirt ~nd over the associations I had with Camp. The family remained Jaption or idea that he has kept to Romances and prepares to study. blue denims, so he utilizes the time the female members of the gradu- anese prisoners until February of
This gal has everything but sex in eating.
ating class. And I came to the 1945. When released by the Japanhimself for years. By breakfast
He soon learns that college girls startling conclusion that, in eighty ese, Mr. Bowen weighed less than
next morning, it's over all the cam- appeal. She usually condemns the
campus queen for being friv.olous. go for the simpler forms of enter- percent of the cases, I had not 80 pounds, as compared to his
pus.
So, my fellow students of the op- "None of that stuff for me. In- tainment - expensive drinks at heard the utterance of one original weight of 168 pounds when he enposite sex, look carefully before you fantile! I'm above all that. The various "prop" rooms and cocktail thought, Their entire repertoire of tered the prison camp. Upon relounges. It isn't absolutely essen- thought consisted of 'who was go- turning to the United States, he
lament too loudly the passing of Prop? A den of iniquity!"
Tsk! Tsk! Should we mention tial that he squire the ladies to ing with whom?' or 'when was the spent eighteen months at Valley
courtesy and the degeneration of
male appreciation. And remem- what happens to this girl? Well, these places of amusement in a next- game?' or 'what color cur- Forge General Hospital. In Decber that, despite your little ways, you guessed it. At the ripe old car, but after the first few incredu- tains did Lilly Tish have in her ember of 1946 he was retired from
age of twenty-six, she sits knitting lous inquiries of "Oh, you don't room?'
the Army with the rank of Major.
we see through you.
I remember a friend telli~g me
-Dejected little garments~ocks for the Red have a car?", he makes it a habit
Though this father and son sit
Cross.
to have one. If he is wise, it's a of a letter that he wrote during side by side in two of their classes,
sedan, for in a coupe it's difficult the war. It was a very impassioned they have diverse ambitions. The
4. The Career Girl.
FOUR MAPLES
to avoid the suffocating billows of piece of writing about the terrible younger Bowen is majoring in
This one might be called a dis- smoke
by the smoking- holocaust consuming the world Mathematics and is preparing for
Limerick Center,
ease. "Equal rights. I'm as good as machineproduced
at
his
right-the
weed, of and about the horrible sin of the a teaching career.
Limerick, Pa.
any man and I'll prove it." StrangeMajor Bowen is attending Urly enough, this gal always seems to course, is held in a most sophisti- peoples of the world in permitting
"CHICKEN IN THE ROUGH"
manner. If he happens to en- this wholesale destruction to take sinus to fulfill several purposes.
be able to get a date. In fact, she cated
REAL ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
joy a good cigar, even this simple place. In return, he received a 'Perhaps the foremost is to rewent steady last year and plays pleasure
SEA FOOD DINNERS
is denied him for fear of complete resume of every game habilitate himself after those three
two guys at a time on campus this encountering
even more in- and dance which had occurred at dreadful years of Japanese internyear, while she writes to a guy in credulous "Oh,an
you smoke cigars?" the college and a description of ment. Instead of using the more
Philadelphia and her West Point
To escape the survelllance of the what she had worn at every event. popular forms of rehabilitation
COLLEGEVILLE
cadet.
college
female is impossible. They It was a beautiful reply-so ap- which are now practiced in Army
What a woman! "Let me at the know when
you drink, where you propriate to the times.
hospitals, Major Bowen plans to
NATIONAL BANK
world!" All this is terrifying to drink, and how
much you drink;
It is easy to remember many utilize the college classroom to help
the casual male, and to any seri- when you date, where you date and
Collegeville
ous guy it's catastrophic. What has how often you date-and, by heav- women in business who, while him get back .the proper perspeceasily as affectionate as the coed, tive. After graduation from Urthis gal got that the other three en,
it had better be a girl from were so much more conscious of sinus, he plans to continue on to
COLLEGEVILLE
groups classified above lack? It's school
or you're in the doghouse. the world around them. Their per- a Ph.D. degree. He is a strong adsimple fellows. What you can't get
BEAUTY AND GIFT SHOP you want. But, beware! You may To chat with a girl ten minutes on ception of the problems of the vocate of adult education and
and then not consider preseyt was very clear and their states, "Years do not make a perwin for a while, but you can't win campus,
478 Main street
yourself
betrothed
is cause for a opinions on those pI:oblems were son old or lack of years keep him
for good. This poor creature in a Breach-of-Promise suit.
Collegevllle, Pa.
manifest and intelligent.
young." His philosophy is, briefly,
few yea.rs finds that she has playIt would seem that after four
I realize that these statements "16 or 60-17 or 70, what is the
Phone 6061
Iona C. Schatz
ed a man's game so long that all years
fellow would wise up and do not fully prove any point, but difference? One Is only as old as
is lost. She ends up as a frustrated go on aenjoying
the simple life, but I do believe that they should pro- he permits himself to be. The
vice-president
in
charge
of
delinT. H. JOHNSTON'S
so great is the power wielded vide food for a little thought. They person of 60 has the experience
quent accounts at a department no;
by the college girl that he invari- should at least prevent the placing which has molded his character,
BARBER SHOP
store.
ably ends up supporting her.
of the college female on a pedestal while the one of 16 has the experiAny
similarity
between
Ursinus
476 Main street, Collegeville
-Subjected of superlority over her colleagues ence to look forward to. That is
girls and the above classified is
------Open daily from 8 to 8
of non-colleglate stature.
the only difference between the
purely intentional.
DON'T MISS
-Rejected two."
-Objected
(Formerly from Jeifersonvllle)
"THE RUBY"

Duck, Lassies! Fur Flies Fast
As "Upper-Crust" Sounds Off

6·DAY LAUNDRY SERVICE

Noms Laundry
Speed-E Cleaners'
See your representative
on eampul •••

·Sa,.a~I..ee
Drelses

E~joy

PERKIOMEN
BRIDGE HOTEL
Established 1701

MRS. GUNNAR RAMBO

Jack Webb

MRS. FRANCES LEMMOND

Room 207, Curtis

550 Main st., Trappe

IIAmerica's Oldest Hotel"

the cozy atmosphere of .

LAKESIDE INN
LUNCHEON & DINNER Served daily & Sunday
Catering to
Banquets
Private Parties
Social Functions
Phone L1n.t1eld 2933

America's Finest Foods

ROUTE 422 Deitch

LQ,fERICK

Relchelderfer & "Bud" Becker, Props.
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by Roy Todd '49
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Grizzlies To Tackle l 1~ o.n
ighty PMC Eleven
In Final Home Tilt I
by George Saurman '50

=-.;;=-~_ _~=-.;;There have been growing rumbl- eleven needs an o1Iensive shoL in
__
I As the hands of the official's
ings of discontent recently express- I Lhe arm, but thLs business of havThis Saturday afternoon the clock continue their revolution,
ed by the football coaches, both ing one club for offense, one for Grizzlies of Ursin us will face'their the intramural gridiron race beprofessional and collegiate, over defense, and one for the extra point
.
comes closer and closer. Last Wedthe "unlimited substitution" rUle. : conversions se~ms rather shady in- strongest opponent of the gl'ld sea- nesday Larry Fleisher, former
It seems that this rule, in effect deed. Perhaps Michigan, Notre son as the Cadets of Pennsylvania Grizzly great, led Curtis Hall to a
only a couple of seasons, has been I Dame, and several other members Military College come to Patterson 6-0 victory over the formerly una hot potato ever since its inser- I of the nation's pigskin elite would Field to display the football power beaten Derr eleven. Despite the
tion into the official rulebook. 1hate to see the rule go by the which has established them as one muddy field underfoot, the fieetGrantland Rice, noted sports eX- i boards, but a school such as Navy, of the best small college elevens in footed Fleisher furnished the scorpert, has taken a stand against the which is forced to face the tough- the state.
ing punch necessary to remove
rule because of its tendency toward est schedule of any club with limSurprisingly enough, it has only Den from its lofty perch. The Derr
over-specialization of collegiate ited manpower, would benefit by a teen within the last two years that squad, however, clings to its
grid machines. A whole host of change in thLs rule.
PMC has found itself with such an closely-contested first place posi"rah-rah" pigskin tutors do not
Let's give the underdog a break over-abundance of football talent. , tion by virtue of having played one
like it, because of the attitude it and go back to the days when a Before this sudden inft.ux of grid- game more than the runners-up
creates between the offensive and collegiate or 'Pro squad used 30 odd experienced men, Ursinus was able from Brodbeck. Both clubs have
defensive players, and because the players in a ball game, but used to hold its own with the Chester- dropped but one decision.
rule gives the larger colleges, with these athletes both on offense and ites, having won nine games and Freeland Hands Derr First Loss
an abundance of material, the edge defense, instead of sending one lost Len in a series ~~ich began in
In a game featuring an aerial
over the school which is not quite man in to crack pver his own right 1893. In 1945, the Milltary suffered attack reminiscent of the Berlin
so deep in numbers, but which may tackle, and replacing him the next their worst defeat as the Bears raids Freeland swept over Stine by
be superior over its larger foe in moment with a southpaw spot humbled them 53-6, and again on. an 18-0 count. Don Knott led the
playing ability.
passer who can thread a needle at a smaller scale, 13-0. However, the mission, hitting his target time afFrom where we sit, it appears to 135 yards on the dead run. Let's go Red and Yellow clad began mus- ter time. He connected to Art
be time to do something about the back to the days when a player tering strength and in '47 disabled Kretzschmar for the first two
rule. Your writer feels that a foot- had to be able to block a~d tackl.e, the Wieneke machine 20-0.
scores and hurled to Smithgall to
ball player of real merit should be as well as. carry the ~~il to gam I Coach Woody Ludwig's T-powered add the final six points. Although
equally capable on both offense and All - Amel?Can recogmtI.o~.
We pl:oteges opened the present season both lines played exceptionally
defense, and should be allowed to hardly thmk ~hat .the ongmal cre- WIth a mmor upset .as. they over- well, Knott's passing was the deremain in the ball game to take ator of the kmgpm of fall spo:ts whelmed the hard-hlttmg, favored ciding factor of the contest.
full advantage of these capabilities. meant ~he. game to be as sp~clahz- Blue Hens of Delaware, 13-7. Their
Five Games Forfeited
Specialization has its place in the ed as It IS at present. GlVe us one loss of the season thus far
gridiron sport as is seen in the back the days when a true ironman came as a result of a bitter 10-0
While one of last w~ek's contests
place kicking department. A spot I could exhibit his versatility for defeat at the h~nds of West Ches- w~s postponed and WIll be played
runner or climax runner may be four quarters instead of four min- I ter's Golden Rams, who later were thIS Wed~esday, five oth.er games
inserted into the fray when an utes.
beaten by the U. of Delaware. Since were forfeIted. The offendmg teams
then, the Cadets have marched were the Annex and the ~w~ 00through all competitors, winning C~mpus squa.ds. Although It IS adtheir last four games with military mltted that It is harder for these
DAt-JCE
WHO IS PRIDMORE ?
precision. Swarthmore succumbed ~e~ms to be present for gam~ than
at SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM
38-26, after a thrilling scoring duel, It IS for the campus team.s, thIS fact
STOP AT THE
which featured PMC's Tony Caia should have been conSIdered beSATURDAY, NOVEMBER 13
who ran for five touchdowns and fore these teams agreed to enter
OLD MILL IN N
FRANKIE CARLE & Orchestra
the aerial trio of Gary to H ~ll or the league. Unless the participants
Admission - $1.25 plus tax
Schwenksville, Pa., and find out. Esrey, which accounted for four can be depended upon to show up

I

I

=============================
NORRIS
GRAND
Norristown

Norristown

MONDAY & TUESDAY

MON., TUES., WED., & THURS.

DANA CLARK in

JAMES STEWART
in Technicolol' Senslltion

"EMBRACEABLE YOU"
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY

2-

HITS -

2

"SLAVE SHIP" and
'ROSE of WASHINGTON SQUARE'
FRI., SAT. & MON.

GEORGE RAFT in

"RACE STREET"

"ROPE"
FRI., SAT., MON. & TUES.

GARY COOPER
in a wonderful comedy

GUMtTD~. ~hnsH~hlmp" furpmes,lliepro~am~nhud~

the Cadets a scare but couldn't Ibe expected to run smoothly. ThIS
match their deeper, 'sturdier rivals fact may also have much beari~g
and lost 12-7. Drexel was swamped on the number of teams tha~ ~1l11
33-6, and Susquehanna's wide open b~ allowed to enter the remammg
offense confused the Cadets but seasonal sports of the year, for it
didn't do much damage a; the is unfair to the teams that do make
army won 12-6.
arrange~ents to play to ~chedule
Outstanding among Coach Lud- games WIth teams that fall to get
wig's material-rich squad is Tony
Caia, five foot, seven inch, 165
Knee deep in reserves, Ludwig
pound speedster, who leads the and staff boast of nine good ends
Cadets in scoring honors. Other from which to choose and a simibright spots in the Ohester back- lar number of experienced men to
field are Ken Bowley, who handles fill the other line positions. Two
most of the passing chores, and of the best wingmen .are former
Stef Hickey, 150 pound sophomore, Villanovans Don Griffiths and Walt
who is a dangerous broken field Udovich, who transferred to PMC
runner.
,last year.

"GOOD SAM" I

I

Ithere.

A little more cooperation in
this matter will add greatly to the
success of the intramural program
as a whole.
standings
Won Lost Tie
Derr .................................. 5
1
o
Brodbeck ........................ 4
1
o
Curtis ................... ............. 4
1
1
Freeland .......................... 3
2
o
Stine ................................ 3
2
o
Off-Campus I ................ 1
3
1
Off-Campus II .............. 0
5
1
Annex .............................. 0
5
o
Remaining Schedule
Field
Tuesday, Nov. 9O. C. I vs. Freeland .................... 1
O. C. II vs. Annex ........................ 2
Wednesday, Nov. lOStine vs. Annex ................. ........... 1
Brodbeck vs. O. C. I ............... 2
For Eleven Years
Ursin us men have had Claude
cut their hair

CLAUDE'S BARBER SHOP 313 Main Street
Three Barbers
Closed Wednesday afternoons

THE
SANDWICH SHOP
FIFTH and MAIN
(Formerly Wagner's)

features

PARTY PUNCH
-

with -

Sliced Fresh Fruit
and

Fresh Fruit Juices
for

Sorority, Fraternity
or

Dorm Parties
95c a Gallon
(24 hour advance order
requested)

• Yes, Camels are so mild that a nationwide 30-day
test of hundreds of smokers revealed not one single
case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels!
The people in this test - both men and women smoked Camels exclusively for 30 consecutive days.
SmokeCl an average of one to two packalJes of
Camels a day. Each week their throats were examined by noted throat specialists-a total of 2470
exacting examinations. From coast to coast,

these throat specialists reported

NO THROAT IRRITATION

DUE TO SM()KING CAMELSl
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F &M Routs Bears 34.6; Jane MacWilliams Gains All·Star Honors
Young's TD Gives Bruins Early Lead
But Diplomats Rebound in Second Half
Power-laden Franklin and Marshall dumped Ursinus to its fifth
straight loss on Saturday by a 34-6
count, but not before the Grizzlies
had thrown a scare into the highly favored Diplomats. Displaying
some of their finest ball of the
season, the underdogs held F & M
to a 0-0 first period score, and Don
Young smashed the opposing line
from the two to give the Wieneke
machine a short lived 6-0 lead in
the second quarter.
McManus Scores Twice
The Bruin touchdown, however,
was the signal for the Lancaster
guns to begin booming, and two
touchdowns were rolled up during
the remainder of the first half, another in the third pel'iod, and two
more in the final canto. John McManus tallied the first and third
Diplomats markers on smashes of
10 and 8 yards. Bob Cordier's 7
yard drive to pay dirt in the second period settled the outcome,
while Jack Lowder and Bob High
accounted for the remaining pair,
Herb Galebach booted four of five
placement attempts.
F & M received but could do nothing with the Bruin line. An int'ercepted pass produced a minor
threat in the first period, but the
Lancaster eleven lost the ball on
downs on the Bruin 23. Meanwhile
the Bears could penetrate no farther than the F & M 47.
Young Tallies for Bears
Young's ten yard punt return to
the home team's 40 started the Ursinus drive to pay-dirt as the second period opened. Miller lost 5
yards, but Young, in one of the
season's finest runs, got away from
at least four tacklers while carrying to the 24.. Young then faded
to about the 40, passed to Wilt on
the 25, and the 5 ft. 8 in, quarterback raced to the 13. On a double
reverse, Scirica swept to the 7.
Young drove 5 yards; then slashed
off right tackle for the only Bruin
score, Ehnot missed the extra
point.
F & M's fire was now lit, and a
69 yard march from the kickoff
produced' the game's winning
points. King returned to the 31,
and, in 6 line plays, 53 yards and
4 first downs were rolled up, The
Diplomats then elected to take to
the air, and almost lost their opportunity. Two passes were batted
down, and a fake pass gained only
2 yards. On fourth down, Galebach threw to Lowder for a first
down on the 10. McManus bowled
over and Galebach's placement was
the deciding point.
Cordier Crosses from Five
Saurman's toss to Young a few
plays later started a Bruin bid
which ended when King intercepted a Young pass and returned to
the Ursinus 45. McManus gained
a first for F & M on the 25. Cordier
added another on the 14, and McManus pushed to the 7. Cordier
carried over from here and Galebach missed his only placement attempt shortly before the half ended.
Stauffer returned the secorid half
kick-of! to the 28, but a penalty
nullified Young's dash to the 40,
and when Saurman, attempting to
pass, was thrown for a ten yard
loss, Young kicked out on the Bruin
34. McManus, in two tries, moved
to the 16, and after Cordier had
gained 8, the burly fullback crossed
the goal line carrying two Bruin
men along for the ride. Galebach
booted perfectly to stretch the lead
to 20-6.
Lowder Smashes Over
Desperately trying to muster a
scoring punch, the Grizzlies refused
to kick on fourth down deep in
their own territory, and F & M
gained possession on the 27. Cordier and High added first downs,
and Lowder's smash from the 2 was
the telling blow. Galebach made it
27-6.

Twice the Bruin aerial attack
bacldlred-the first producing the
ftnal Diplomat touchdown and the
second ending the tussle.
Austin 8candlber's interception
of Light's toss was the pa.y-of! play.
Prom their own 42, 8candlber, High
and McManus added five first
downs-the ftnBl one going to. the
Vrsinus 4. High hit of! tackle for
the flDal marker and Oalebach re;turned to ldck the point.

Interception Ends Game
On the first play after the kickoff, George Kennedy threw an aerial that carried well over 50 yards.
Fading from his own 31, Kennedy
threw to the F & M 28. Scandiber's
interception was the final bit of
action.
Wieneke's forces were up for this
one. F & M was held on even terms
throughout the first period and
was completely baffled as the Grizzlies used variations of their now
famous lateral play to produce the
first score. But the weight, depth,
and ability of the Lancaster squad
were too much for the undermanned Bruins to cope with.
From a spectator's viewpoint, the
pre-game and half-time festivities
were as in teresting as the ball
game. A sixty piece band marched
in the F & M colors, and two high
school bands, plus a huge smallcollege crowd, produced an atmosphere of real collegiate football.
Pos. Ursinus
F & M
LE Turner ............. ........ ....... Meyel's
LT Ehnot ..................... ............. Getz
LG Muench .......................... Likens
C Gazonas ................ .......... Coffee
RG Drabek ............. ............... Burak
RT Landes ................. ....... Pretchke
RE Reinhart .......................... Wertz
QB Wilt ................................ Bastian
LH Young ............................ Lowder
RH Stauffer ................ ........ Cordier
FB Saurman .................... McManus
Ursinus .............. 0 6 0 0- 6
F & M ................ 0 13 7 14-34

Sirong Team Looms
AS 52 Can d-d
I aIes
Report To Seeders
One of the largest representations in Ursinus history has answered the opening call for basketball candidates. No less than 52
basketeers, with an additional 1825 expected when football season
ends, have initiated what is going
to be a tremendous problem for
Coach Seeders. Numbered among
the candidates are such varsity
and junior varsity veterans as Bob
Jaffe, Bill Forsythe, Bert Bertel,
Red Bronson, Bill Myers, Red Condie, Dave Bahney, Bob Gehman,
Eddie Millet, Hal Brandt, Lew Wilt,
Pete Tenewitz, F.rank Scheisser,
George Bock, Nels Wenner, Harry
Light, ' George Kennedy, and John
Hoover.
Last year's runners-up for Middle
Atlantic honors have indicated another highly successful season under the tutelage of their capable
mentor. Early workouts have pleased the former Penn star, who states
that team morale is very high and
that no position is clinched despite last year's impressive showing. A few changes in the Ursinus
schedule appear this year, and the
overft.ow turnout of candidates will
prove a vital factor.
DON'T MISS
"THE RUBY"

, STANDOUT OF LINE

Belles Cop Team Honors With Three Wins;
Penn Lands Eight Players on First Team

by Joanne Duncan '50
Jane MacWilliams, captain of the Ursinus girls' hockey team, was
the only member from Ursinus to win a position on the All-College
Hockey Team. Mac was chosen as center forward on the first squad
I during the Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Tournament which took
. rlace this past Saturday and Sunday at Swarthmore College.
,
During the first day of the tournament, each of the fourteen teams
I competing
played at least two
I
games of 25 minutes each. The UrI
sinus girls took team honors for
~he day with t~ree victorie~, play. I
mg two games ill the mornmg and
one in the afternoon. The Belles
Under drab skies, the Lincoln defeated Bryn Mawr 1-0 in the first
I University
Lions came over from I game with Mac scoring the only
Oxford to meet the Bakermen last goal. The team began to click durFriday. From a spectator's view- I ing the game with East Stroudspoint, the game was interesting burg, which they won 4-2: Mac and
both from the be-bop languages of Mary Evans shared scoring honors
the Lion's coach and players and with two goals apiece. In the afthe cleverness of the visitors.
Carl Drobek
Lincoln scored in the first few
ALL-STAR SELECTION
minutes after the kick-off, taking
PI.--II,." "I ~ 'kJeeIz. ' the ball the length of the field for
~" UtfI
I a quick score. Ursin us came right
This week's nomination for the back within two minutes to tie
outstanding Bruin gridder of the the score with good passing by the :
game goes to chunky Carl Drobek, forwards, Bailey getting the goal
veteran guard, for his sparkling For the remainder of the penoo
performance in the middle of a
.
.,'
game but outweighed Grizzly line. the b~ll was m Be~r tern.tOlY the
The Gibraltar, Pa. product, a seas- majonty of the time, wlth long
oned performer, with four years ki~ks by the Orange and Blue
service in the Ursinus forward wall, mISSing the net.
came through with a gritty exhiThe second quarte! .was about
bition of line play against the po- equ~l, each team mISSing opportent Lancaster Diplomats.
tumties to tally.
.
In t~e fi.nal half, the .LlOns scor. The Ursinus guard, by virtue of
delivering several big blocks to ed thnce l~ the .th~d quarter, .all
spring Don Young, Don Stauffer, scores commg wlthm a few mmand Frank Scirica loose for sizeable utes of each other. In the last
gains, was instrumental in the 50 q~~rter one goal was made by the
yard march which netted Coach YlSltors. The Orange and Blue was
Kurt Wieneke's spirited mJnions Just to.o mu.ch for the Red and
their lone six-pointer. Drabek, af- Black m thIS half, although a
fectionately ta&ged <CHunky" by his courageous fight was put up by the
teammates, stood out for the Bears team.
all afternoon on defense, being in Pos. Ursinus
Lincoln
on a large percentage of the tackles G Pleet ................................ Wilson
throughout the contest.
LF Ely ............................ " Odelinger
There were other Ursinus war- RF Shumaker ........................ Lowry
riors who starred in the 34-6 loss LH Powell ............................ Roberts
to F & M. Young, Stauffer, and CH Petersen .~ ..................... Delgado
George Saurman performed cap- RH Berry ................................ ABare
J:tne MacWilliams
ably on offense, while Ron Landes, OL Alger ................................ Fraser
Ken Reinhart, and Bill Turner as- IL Meinhardt .... Onynemelukne
sisted Drobek in bearing the brunt OF Bailey.................. .......... Anekwe ternoon, Snell's Belles gained their
of the defensive chores. The de- IR Arthur .............................. Alozie revenge from Swarthmore, which
feat at the hands of an unusually OR Knepper ........................ Aikaah had defeated them during the reguhard hitting Diplomat
squad
Subs: Ursinus-Memmel, Ford- lar season. B. J. Moyer, Jane Macbrought no shame to the Bruins. ham, Lewis; Lincoln-John, Mould, Williams, and Mary Evans each
They gave all they had throughout Y. Aikaah, Goodwin, Couker.
contributed a goal in this 3-2 win
the entire fray, and were simply
Scoring: Ursinus-Bailey; Lin- over the Garnet.
forced to yield to a heavier, more coIn-Fraser 2, Alozie 2, OnyeneAs shown by their excellent team
experienced foe. They went down melukne 1.
play in this tournament, the Urswinging after having thrown a
Ursinus ................ 1 0 0 0-1
sinus team shows marked improveserious scare into the hearts of Lincoln ................ 1 0 3 1-5
ment, especially in forward line
one of the finest small college clubs
passing and change of direction
in these parts. The Bears put on
play by the defense. Jane MacWHAT THEY'RE DOING
one of their most effective susWilliams, Anita Frick, Joanne Duntained drives of the season as they
can, Doris Greenwood, Flay Lewis,
travelled 50 y'§.rds to score in the PMC (Nov. 13, home)
Betty Keyser, and Polly Mathers
Delaware, 13-7
second quarter. They were then unall stood out in these team games.
West Chester 0-10
able to cope with the relentless
At the end of the afternoon, the
pounding of a savage F & M unit, ~ Swarthmore 38-26
Johns Hopkins 12-7
selection committee announced a
which broke loose with a rash of
Drexel 33-6
squad of 41 girls, which they wishtouchdowns in the final half to
Susquehanna 12-6
ed to return for the final try-outs
sew up the ball game.
Haverford 33-14
on Sunday. Jane MacWilliams was
the only Ursinus player asked to
SUSQUEHANNA (Nov. 20, away)
- ---_._come back for the final judging, alCCNY 13-7
though the whole team had shown
. . ' ~' I
Allegheny 6-14
an above average brand of hockey.
Juniata 6-14
Almost every other team had three
Upsala 0-13
or four girls returning, with Penn
PMC 6-12
topping the list by sending ten.
Wagnel' 7-19
~
Sunday afternoon after a vigorous 2 hours of play, the first and
second All-College Teams were anJOE - ELL'S
nounced. Out of twelve players on
the first team, there was one each
Route 29 Rahns, Pa.
from Ursin us , Bryn Mawr, Temple,
and Wilson, and eight from Penn.
DANCE
DINE
In spite of the fact that the
Joe and Jim, Props.
judges asked only one Ursinus
player to return, Ursinus won more
games than any other team in the
tournament, and exhibited their
best play of this season.
Aristocrat
All-College Line-up:
and
Pos. Player
School
Dolly 4dison
LW Greerer ................... ........... Penn
LI Budd .................................... Penn
ICE CREAM
CF MacWilliams ........... ..... Ursinus
RI Millick............. ..... .............. Penn
RW Lee ...................................... Penn
made by
LH Stephens ............. ........... Wilson
OH Brown ................................ Penn
Phila. Dairy Products Co RH Perkins .................. Bryn Mawr
LF Fitts .................................... Penn
Pottstown, P•.
RF DuBois ............................ Temple
Williams ............................ Penn
G Savidge .............................. Penn
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Rosicrucians Admit 5 Members
At Dessert Held in Shreiner Hall
Thursday night the Rosicrucian
Society held an after-dinner dessert in Shreiner Hall to welcome
its new permanent members. Acting as hostess for the affair was
Helen Pechter '49. The new members are Ann Boyer '49, Rebecca
Boswell '49, Martyne Bentzen '49,
Phyllis Seidel '49, and Mary Ruth
Muffley '50. Also present were Miss
Camilla Stahr, the Dean of Women;
Miss Blanche Schultz, group advisor; and Miss Nancy Bare, winner
of the Rosicrucian prize given to
the Freshman woman with the
highest scholastic average.

NSA
(Continu ed from p age 1)

to enter American universities by
means of direct exchange or scholarship exchange. The organization has done much to place the
great number of European students
in temporary or makeshift schools,
Regardless of the undertaking with
which N.S.A. affiliates itself, it has
constantly striven to further understanding between universities
and colleges at home and abroad.
To give an idea of the scope of
the U.S.N.S.A., 279 colleges and
universities sent more than 700
delegates to the First National
Congress of the N.S.A. at the University of Wisconsin in August,
1948. Since then, more than fifty
additional colleges have affiUated
themselves with the organization.
There are at least twenty-five
Pennsylvania colleges which are
charter members of N.S.A.-such
schools as Penn State, U. of P., Lehigh, Albright, Swarthmore, LaSalle, (the national chairman's
school,) Temple and Beaver.

• • •

CAMPUS BRIEFS • •

Spanish Club
Ruben Sanchez '52 of Puerto
Rico addressed the Spanish Club
at its regular monthly meeting last
Monday night. Senor Sanchez gave
a comprehensive picture of Puerto
Rico and its inhabitants and answered questions from the audience at the conclusion of his talk.

•
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I

German Club
John Brunner, president of the
German club, has announced that
the next club meeting will be held
on Tuesday evening, November 16.
Dr. Carl Rennig of Swarthmore will
speak in English on the humor in
German poetry.

• • • • •

• • • • •

Bus-Ad Club
Brotherhood of st. Paul
Mr. Philip West will present a
Continuing its program of hav- talk tonight at 7 p. m. in S-12 on
ing ministers of various faiths, the "Stock Listings and Their ImportBrotherhood of st. Paul will have ance" to the Bus-Ad Club. Mr. West
Rev. Harold Bell of Toronto, Can- is executive director of the New
ada, as its next speaker. The meet- York Stock Exchange. A movie,
ings are held at Rev. Charles c. 1"Money at Work," will also be
Wallick's home the first Monday shown. Refreshments will be served
of each month.
at the close of the meeting. Anyone
At the first meeting, Reverend ~nt~rested in joining the Club is
Korum of Norristown discussed the mVlted to come out to the meetproblems and conditions of his ing.
church.
• • • • •
F. T. A.

W. A. A.
The W.A.A. held a meeting last
Wednesday night in the library.
Plans were discussed for setting up
a new system of managers, with a
junior as manager of each team, a
sophomore as manager's assistant,
and a freshman as manager's aide.
Any sophomores who are interested
in becoming manager's assistants
should come to the next meeting,
which is to be held November 17 in
the library.
• • • • •
French Club
On Wednesday evening, November 3, about twenty-five members
of the French club, under its prexy,
Alfred Roberts '49, journeyed to.
Philadelphia to see the French motion picture "Carmen" at the Locust Theater.

The Future Teachers of America
held a doggie roast in the College
Woods on Thursday. About twentyfive members an.d the group leaders, Dr. ~. S. HeIges and Dr. H. R.
Vanderslice, were present.
• • • • •
Graduate Record Exam
Those seniors wishing to take the
Graduate Record Examination to
be given on February 7 and 8 are
requested to register with Dr.
Brownback as early as possible.
This examination will also be given on May 2 and 3 of next year.
• • • • •
Phys Ed Club
There will be a reorganization
meeting of tne Phys Ed Club at
6: 45 Tuesday in the Girl's Day
Study. All Phys-edders are urged to
attend.

I

FORD SALES and SERVICE

Norristown
Pottstown
Jenkintown

Ha ve a Professional
Gay Deb Cold PERMANENT Ends

Merchandise of Merit
Since 1884

ROBERT TOHNSTON

CLOTlilNGfor all the family:

HAIR
STYLIST
476 Main st., Collegeville
I Student Price - $5.00 complete
Hair Cut 75c Shampoo & Wave 1.25

I

FURNISHINGSfor home.

MEET and EAT
&T THE

COLLEGE DINER
First Avenue & Main Street, Collegeville

Never C lased

PERSONAL SUPPLIES
-JEWELRY

-SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SUPPLY

-BREAKFAST

STORE

.-JL

II

"CroBS road of the campus"

Vaudeville Show
(Continued from page 1)

done on the stage of the New York
Music Hall. Participants in this
"leg-show" are Margerie Graue-h,
Vera Wanger, Lou Harr, Faith Taylor, Martie Daniels, Marion Matteson, Fay Horner, and Jane MacWilliams.
A skit, ·the title of which will remain a secret until the curtain
rises, will then be presented by
Murray Grove, with the aid of
Jackie Grof, Ray Foster, Walter
Shumaker, Pete Wetzel, and the
voice but not the body of Jack
Bowers.
Val Sipple and Murray Grove will
then try, and probably succeed, in
outdoing everyone by presenting a
skit entitled, "Sonny Boy."
Manny Rosen's magician show
and an Irish Jig, directed by Joseph Beardwood, will wind up the
proceedings-and the proceedings
all add up to some fine entertainment.

WSSF

JJCHESTERFIELD is
building an~ther big,
new factory for us
smokers who like the
MILDER cigareHe •••
't's !AI cigarette.I I
RADIO'S FAVORITE SON
STAR 01' CHBSTBRFIBLD'S

ARTHUR GODFREY TIME

(Continued from page 1)

ance on our campus. At PAC the
results of the surprising national
election were the topic.
Members of the Social Responsibility Commission have arranged
to spend part of their week-ends
caring for patients at the Rivercrest Preventorium, and the student Worship Commission definitely agreed to sponsor the Wednesday morning watch services
held in the faculty room of the
library. The Campus Activities
Commission announced that re- I
pairs of the Rec Center will begin
within two weeks.

Fall Dance
(Continued from -page 1)

sets and costumes provide a different and pleasurable picture. Keep
your eyes open, fellows, for that
very well filled harem. Ursinus was
never like this.
Following the movie, the Men's
Student Government will sponsor a
record dance in the old gym.
At 2:00 p. m. Saturday on Patterson Field, our Bruins will meet a
powerful PMC eleven. This is our
last home game so really give the
team your support with both your
presence and your cheers. The
refreshment stand will again be operated for the benefit of the Ruby.

Lantern
(Continued from page 1)

Lou Stefan '50 and Guill Clamer
'50, roommates in Derr, burn the
midnight oil reading and correcting the articles submitted. Lou, a
bus-ad major, and Guill, an English major, are the new staff members who are urging students to
submit their articles for future
Lantern editions.

Co.

Collegeville & Yerkes, Pa.

BLOCK'S

i

.....

MOTOR

"1 wish I could take you in my Navion
plane over the big, new factory Chesterfield
is building at Durham, N. C. It'8 a honey. It
will help 8upply the ever-increasing demand
for the MILDER cigarette."

